We study time resolved transport properties of a Y -junction composed of interacting onedimensional quantum wires using a bosonization approach. In particular, we investigate the AC conductivity of the Y -junction formed from finite length Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid wires based on a plasmon scattering approach for injected charge pulses of arbitrary shapes. In addition, we calculate the tunneling current and quantum noise of the Y -junction arising from point-like tunneling impurities at the junction, including finite temperature effects. Our results will be useful for designing nano-electronic quantum circuits, and for interpreting time-resolved experiments [H. Kamata et. al. in Nat. Nanotechnol. 9, 177 (2014)] in interacting wires and their junctions.
I. INTRODUCTION
One-dimensional (1D) quantum wires and the junctions of several 1D quantum wires are expected to be extremely important for potential applications as components in future nano-electronic devices. Such 1D quantum wires with interacting electrons are described by the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) theory [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , the low-energy excitations in which are the collective density oscillations. These density oscillations or plasmon modes, are markedly different from their counterparts -Landau's quasi-particle excitations, in higher dimensions described very successfully by the Fermi liquid (FL) theory [7] . This leads to unique physics in 1D, such as the spin-charge separation in which the spin and charge excitations propagate with different velocities [8, 9] , or the phenomena of charge fractionalization [10] [11] [12] . Recently charge fractionalization has also been observed using time resolved measurements on coupled integer quantum Hall edge channels [13] .
In the present work, we investigate the time-dependent transport properties of multi-wire junctions, and a threewire Y -junction in particular. These have already been realized experimentally in crossed single-walled carbon nanotubes [14, 15] . Such Y -junctions with interacting quantum wires are also extremely 'rich' from a basic physics viewpoint and continue to be explored very actively in the literature [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Earlier theoretical studies of Y -junctions have primarily focused on the fixed points of the junction, their stability analysis, and the associated DC conductivity. These studies either use the fermionic language and the weak interaction renormalization group (RG) approach [17] , or the bosonic and conformal field theory language [19, 21] , or other numerical methods such as the functional RG [20] . A comprehensive study of the fixed points of the Y -junction formed from spin-less interacting electrons, and the DC conductance, was carried out in Ref. [19] . This was later extended to include spin-ful electrons giving a much richer phase diagram in the parameter space of charge and spin interactions [24] , and to account for different interaction strengths in different wires [30] .
Time-dependent transport properties of 1D TLL wires have also been studied earlier. Quantum noise for an infi- nite TLL wire with point-like tunneling impurity, around the 'connected' fixed point of a two wire junction was studied in Ref. [32] . The AC conductivity of a clean finite length TLL wire was calculated in Refs. [10, 33] . This has been recently generalized to include arbitrary wave packet shapes of the incident current in Ref. [34] . Comparatively, the time-dependent transport properties of Y -junctions, have drawn much less attention in the literature and it is the aim of this article to rectify this. In this article we study the AC conductivity, the tunneling current and quantum noise (including shot noise and Josephson noise) of a Y -junction tuned to a dissipation-less fixed point with spin-less TLL wires. We consider both time-reversal symmetry (TRS) preserving and TRS violating junctions and use the single-parameter description of the dissipation-less fixed points of the junction given in Refs. [21, 26] . Our analysis may be useful for interpreting time-resolved experiments [13] in multiwire junctions and for designing nano-electronic quantum circuits [35] .
This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss the details of the three-wire Y -junction and show that both the Coulomb interactions in the wire and the 'scattering' boundary conditions at the junction, can be treated using bosonization with delayed evaluation of the boundary conditions [19] . In Sec. III, we calculate the AC conductivity of the Y -junction formed from finite length TLL wires which are connected to FL leads -see Fig. 1 (a). We also reproduce the known results for a two-wire junction, and the DC conductivity as a limiting case of our calculations. In Sec. IV, we calculate the tunneling current and quantum noise at the junction with infinite TLL wires [see Fig. 1 (b) ], in the presence of point-like tunneling impurities at the Y -junction tuned to a dissipation less fixed point. Finally we summarize our findings in Sec. V.
II. BOSONIZATION OF THE JUNCTION -DELAYED EVALUATION OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITION
In this section we review the technique of bosonization for the wire, and subsequently the parameterization of the dissipation-less fixed points at the junction.
A. Bosonization of the wires
The wires are modeled as spin-less TLL on a half-line (x > 0), i.e. we use a folded basis for describing the junction such that all the wires go from x = 0 to x = ∞ and the junction lies at x = 0. For simplicity of analysis, we consider all the spin-less TLL wires to have the same short ranged electron-electron (e-e) interaction strength and Fermi velocity.
The spin-less electron field on each wire can be expressed as ψ(x) = ψ I (x) + ψ O (x) where the incoming/outgoing fermionic fields ψ I/O can be bosonized [5] as
(1) Here F I and F O are Klein factors for the incoming and outgoing electrons respectively, k F is the Fermi momentum, and α is the inverse ultraviolet (short distance) cutoff. N I and N O count the number of incoming and outgoing chiral particles with respect to the filled Fermi sea. The fields φ I (x) and φ O (x) are the incoming (left moving) and the outgoing (right moving) chiral bosonic fields in each wire and can be expressed in terms of the bosonic creation and destruction operators as,
The Lagrangian of the system is given by L = L 0 +L int where L 0 describes free electrons in the wire, and is given by
where v denotes the Fermi velocity which we take to be same in all the wires and i is the wire index. The corresponding incoming and outgoing density and current fields in each wire are given by
For a short range e-e interaction between the two chiral modes in the wire, the term in the Lagrangian for each wire i is of the form
where λ is the e-e interaction strength (positive for repulsive interactions) with the dimensions of velocity. Note that for each of the wires described by Eqs. (3) and (5), the effective TLL velocity and the effective TLL interaction strength are given bỹ
B. Bosonization of the junction
To describe the junction uniquely, we need to impose an appropriate boundary condition on the fields at the junction, i.e. at x = 0. Following standard procedure [19, 21, 26] , the incoming and outgoing currents, and consequently the bosonic fields, are related at the junction by a current splitting matrix M, i.e. j Oi = j M ij j Ij , which leads to φ Oi = j M ij φ Ij . Here we have ignored an integration constant which plays no (physical) role in the computation of the Green's functions of the fields and consequently on the scaling dimensions of various operators. In order to ensure that the matrix M represents a fixed point of the theory, the incoming and outgoing fields must satisfy appropriate bosonic commutation relations; this restricts the matrix M to be orthogonal. Scale invariance or conformal invariance imposes the same constraints of orthogonality [25] on M. The constraint of orthogonality also implies that there is no dissipation in the system [36] . In addition, to ensure current conservation at the junction, its rows (or columns) have to add up to unity.
Since φ O and φ I are interacting fields, we need to perform a Bogoliubov transformation on them,
to obtain the corresponding 'free' outgoing and incoming (φ O/I ) chiral fields, which satisfy the 'free' field commutation relations:
, where the sign function is defined as sign(x) = 1, 0, −1 for x > 0, x = 0 and x < 0 respectively. However, unlike the usual Bogoliubov transformation in the bulk, here we also need to consider the effect of the junction matrix M relating the interacting incoming and outgoing fields [21] , which leads to a 'Bogoliubov transformation' of the matrix: M → M. Qualitatively, M is related to tunnelings between the different wires and tunneling in each wire, at a dissipation-less junction. The Bogoliubov transformed matrix M which relates the 'free' incoming and outgoing fields,φ Oi (x) = j M ijφIj (−x), is given by
We emphasize that this description is valid for a dissipation-less junction of any number of interacting one-dimensional wires.
For the case of a two-wire junction, there are only two classes of orthogonal matrices: a rotation matrix whose determinant is 1 and a reflection matrix whose determinant is −1. The constraint that the columns (or rows) add up to one, imply that there is only one matrix in each class. These are given by 1 0 0 1 , and 0 1 1 0 ,
which corresponds to the cases of the 'dis-connected' and the 'connected' fixed points of a two-wire junction, respectively. In what follows, we focus on a three-wire Yjunction. A detailed study of the three-wire spin-less TLL junction using bosonization and boundary conformal field theory can be found in Refs. [19, 25] . In particular, for a three-wire charge-conserving junction, i.e. all orthogonal matrices M whose rows add up to one, can be parameterized by a single continuous parameter θ, and are divided into two classes on the basis of TRS: det M 1 = 1, and det M 2 = −1. These two classes of matrices are explicitly given by
where, a = (1 + 2 cos θ)/3, b = (1 − cos θ + √ 3 sin θ)/3, and c = (1 − cos θ − √ 3 sin θ)/3. This gives us an explicit single parameter characterization of the two families of fixed points; any fixed point in the theory can now be identified in terms of θ, with the fixed points at θ = 0 and θ = 2π being identical.
Note that the current splitting matrix M preserves TRS, only if it is symmetric. Thus the junction current splitting matrices belonging to the M 2 class, represents an asymmetric class (in wire indices) of fixed points for systems with TRS. The M 1 class represents a Z 3 symmetric (in the wire index) class of fixed points and generally denotes systems with broken TRS, which can arise, for instance, due to a magnetic field at the junction (assuming a finite cross-sectional area). In the M 1 class of fixed points, only two points given by θ = 0, π, at which the asymmetry producing sin θ term vanishes, are TRS invariant. ) and 4π/3 correspond to the chiral χ − and χ + fixed points respectively, following the notation of Ref. [19] .
Note that the M 2 class of fixed point matrices have the interesting property that (M 2 ) 2 = I. As a consequence M 2 = M 2 , which implies that both the interacting and the free fields satisfy identical boundary conditions at the junction. This is not true for the M 1 class of fixed point matrices, but the matrix M 1 still has the same form as the matrix M 1 with the corresponding parameters given byã = (3g
Note that the matrices M 1 are non-linear functions of the TLL parameter g, while the matrices M 2 are independent of g. This will have nontrivial manifestations for physical observables (e.g. quantum noise, tunneling current etc. -see Sec. IV), when we consider a junction slightly away form the fixed points, as scaling dimensions of operators switched on perturbatively around the M 1 class will generally be non-linear functions of g. On the other hand, for the M 2 class of fixed points, the scaling dimensions of operators, will always be linear functions of g.
Having characterized the junction, we now proceed to study the AC conductivity of a Y -junction formed from finite length TLL wires, connected to FL leads -see Fig. 1 
(a).

III. AC CONDUCTIVITY
In this section, we consider an incident charge wave packet originating in the FL lead connected to one of the TLL wires, say i, and its consequent motion after undergoing charge fractionalization at the FL-TLL boundaries and at the junction. This will also allow us to calculate the low frequency AC current splitting matrix S, which relates the complex amplitudes of the incoming AC currents, to the complex amplitudes of the outgoing current, in the linear response regime. Such a time resolved measurement of an incident wave packet in a TLL wire of integer quantum Hall edge channels, was recently used to identify a single charge fractionalization event [13] . In our language this correspond to a two-wire junction tuned to be at the 'connected' fixed point (effectively a single finite length TLL wire connected to FL leads).
In the DC limit, i.e. ω → 0, all signatures of charge fractionalization are lost and S → M, the non-interacting current splitting matrix for a junction with finite TLL wires connected to the FL leads [ Fig. 1 (a) ]. For a junction with TLL wires extending to infinity, it simply reduces to the interacting current splitting matrix at the junction for all frequencies: S → M, since there is no TL-FLL interface. However, for finite length wires at finite frequencies, S depends on the fixed point, the strength of the e-e interaction, and the length of the TLL wires L, and it carries the signature of charge fractionalization events at the FL-TLL boundary.
In our model of the junction, there is no mechanism of power dissipation. Thus the average over one oscillation cycle of the incoming energy must be equal to the average outgoing energy per cycle. This imposes the constraint of unitarity on the S matrix, which also serves as a useful check for our calculations. Also note that we are considering all the three wires to have the same Fermi velocity and e-e interaction strengths, and these are connected at the junction described by boundary conditions which are cyclic in nature. Thus we expect to have only a few independent coefficients in S which should also appear in a cyclic manner.
Before discussing the solution of the generalized plasmon scattering problem [34] at the junction, we emphasize that this calculation is valid only in the linear response regime and only for AC frequencies which do not breach the linearization regime for each TLL wire, i.e. ω < v/α. Also note again that we use a folded basis for describing the junction such that all the wires go from x = 0 to x = ∞ and the junction lies at x = 0.
The time evolution of the 'injected' wave packet is given by the coupled equation of motion (EOM) for the expectation value of the incoming (φ iI ) and outgoing (φ iO ) fields in wire i, which are governed by the Lagrangian given in Eqs. (3) and (5). The EOM are
Let us now consider an electronic wave packet incident on TLL wire i from the FL lead. The incoming bosonic filed φ I in the FL lead (x > L), can be expressed, in terms of scattering states of energy ω = vq, by the following relation
Here φ qi is specified by the Fourier transform ρ qi of the incident charge density in wire i, ρ iI (x, t = 0), by the relation φ iq = 2π iq ρ iq -see Eq. (4). The extra factor of e iqL in the above equation just shifts the position of the origin of the axis in the FL leads, and it simplifies the calculations below. The outgoing bosonic scattering states in the FL lead of wire j are given by
where s ji , are the elements of the AC current splitting matrix S. If the elements s ij of S are known, then the total time-dependent density (ρ = ρ I + ρ O ) and the total outgoing current (J = J I + J O ) in the FL of wire j, due to an incoming wave packet in wire i, is given by
and
(16) In the TLL wire region (x < L), the incoming and outgoing fields are given by
(17) Here the AC frequency ω =ṽk, whereṽ is the renormalized Fermi velocity in the TLL region and is given by Eq. (6) .
We now proceed to solve the 'plasmon scattering' problem and obtain the elements of S. Let us consider an incoming current (from FL lead) only in wire 1. The continuity of the incoming and the outgoing fields at x = L, gives the following equations in each wire (six in all)
where s i1 are the elements of the first column of S.
Within the TLL region (x < L), substituting Eq. (17) in Eqs. (11)- (12), gives the following set of equations for each wire (six in all):
in addition to the consistency condition, ω =ṽk, with v = v 2 − λ 2 /4. Besides these the boundary condition at the junction (x = 0) is given by the field (current) splitting matrix M as
Solving these fifteen equations simultaneously gives us the three elements of the first column of the AC current splitting matrix. Repeating this calculation for the case with an incoming unit current in the other wires will give us the elements in the other two columns.
A. TRS preserving (M2) fixed points
Let us first consider the TRS preserving systems, i.e. Y -junctions with M 2 class of fixed points. Following The curves marked by blue squares, red circles, and magenta diamonds, represent |s11|, |s21|, |s31| respectively in all the panels. The e-e interaction strength is chosen to be λ = 0.5v (which givesṽ = 0.97v and g = 0.88).
the procedure described above, we calculate the AC current splitting matrix S, which has only six independent components. These are are given by
where a, b and c are defined below Eq. (10), and finally
The other elements of S are given by s 12 = s 21 , s 13 = s 31 and finally s 23 = s 32 . Note that the three off-diagonal elements and the three diagonal elements have a very similar structure and differ only due to the different corresponding element in the current splitting matrix M 2 at the junction. To get some physical insight for the form of S, let us consider the specific case of a junction with θ = 0 in M 2 class, i.e. [a, b, c] = [1, 0, 0], which parameterizes the case of wires 1 and 2 being directly connected effectively becoming one wire of length 2L, and the wire 3 being completely disconnected from the other two. For this case, Eq. (23) and Eq. (26) reduce to,
As a check of our calculations we note that Eqs. (30) and (31) are identical to the set of equations given in Eq. (17) of Ref. [37] , which were derived for counter-propagating quantum Hall edge states which interact with each other. Furthermore this simpler case can also be derived by considering a step-like variation of the interaction strength, i.e. g(x) = g for −L < x < L, and g(x) = 1 otherwise, in an interacting 1D wire [10, 33] . Consider a electronic wave packet incident on the interacting region from the non-interacting region. Fractionalization of charge [11] in the interacting region, implies the reflection of fractional charge q * = r 0 e, where r 0 = (1 − g)/(1 + g) and transmission of a fractional charge q * = t 0 e into the interacting region, where t 0 = 2g/(1 + g). Other reflection and transmission coefficients for a single impact are given by r 0 = −r 0 , and t 0 = 2/(1 + g). The overall reflection and transmission probability in this case can be obtained by considering the infinite sequence of reflection and transmission from the two boundaries of the finite length interacting region, and are given by,
which is identical to Eq. (30) . Note that r 0 = λ/2(v +ṽ). The overall transmission coefficient is given by the sum of the following infinite series,
and is identical to Eq. (31).
We thus see that the AC scattering coefficients encode the full history of the trajectory of the electron including multiple charge fractionalization events at the FL-TLL interfaces, and at the junction.
B. TRS violating (M1) fixed points
We now consider the case of Y -junctions which do not preserve TRS, i.e. the M 1 class of fixed points. In this case the S matrix has the same cyclic form of the M 1 class of matrices and it has only three independent elements, since all the diagonal elements of M 1 are identical. Following the same procedure as in the previous case, we calculate the elements of S to be
where
and ζ =ṽ cos(kL) − iv sin(kL) .
The other elements of S are given by
along with s 22 = s 33 = s 11 , s 12 = s 23 = s 31 , and finally s 13 = s 32 = s 21 .
In Fig. 2 , we plot the absolute values of some of the elements of S, as a function of the incoming energy (ω =ṽk) and the parameter θ describing the fixed points of the junction. Note that unlike the DC conductivity, the AC current amplitudes carry signatures of the e-e interactions, i.e. they depend on the e-e interaction strength λ, and the finite length L of the TLL wires. The amplitudes oscillate as a function of the frequency of the incident AC current with a period of 2πṽ/L for the M 1 class of fixed points and with a period of πṽ/L for the M 2 class of fixed points as can be seen from Fig. 2 (a) and 2 (c) respectively. Experimentally such measurements of oscillations of the AC current amplitude, as a function of the frequency may be used to classify the Y -junctions, whose fixed point may not be known a priori.
Motivated by recent time-resolved experiments on 1D TLL wires [13, 34] , we study the propagation of a wave packet incident from FL lead in wire 1, in Fig. 3 . Note that the results depicted in Fig. 3 (a) are similar to the results for reflected current in type-I geometry for a 1D TLL wire, reported in Ref. [13] . Our results generalize the recent results of Ref. [34] , for arbitrary shaped wave packet propagation in a single TLL wire to the case of multi-wire junctions.
C.
The DC limit
In the linear response regime the DC conductivity of the Y -junction is different if the TLL wires are connected to FL leads and if the TLL wires extend to infinity. This is well known for the case of a single TLL wire, whose linear DC conductance is e 2 /h when connected to FL leads and is ge 2 /h for an infinite TLL wire [38] . To obtain the DC conductivity for a Y -junction connected to FL leads, from our AC results, we note that in the DC limit, i.e. as ω → 0 (or as k → 0), for both classes of fixed points we have
This implies
where we have defined I in(out) i to be the current flowing towards (away from) the junction in the TLL wire i. Further if V j is the voltage applied in the FL lead connected to wire j, then the incoming current (per spin) is related to it by I in i = j (e 2 /h) δ ij V j . Now using the definition of the junction conductance G, which relates the net current flowing towards the junction to the external voltages, i.e. I i ≡ I in i − I out i = j G ij V j , we obtain the DC conductance matrix (per spin orientation) to be
For a Y -junction with TLL leads extending to infinity, the voltage applied in the LL lead of wire j is related to the incoming current by I in i = j (ge 2 /h) δ ij V j , and the current splitting matrix at the junction isM. Thus the conductance matrix (per spin) is given by
As a check of Eqs. (40)- (41), we note that they are consistent with the conductance of several fixed points reported in Ref. [19] using the Kubo formula and other methods. We emphasize here that the DC conductivity for a junction of finite length TLL wires connected to FL leads does not carry any signature of interactions and charge fractionalization events in the system. In contrast, the AC conductivity depends on the e-e interactions as well as the length of each wire.
In the next section, we consider Y -junction of infinite length TLL wires -see Fig. 1 (b) , with point-like tunneling impurities at the junction, and calculate the 'tunneling' current and quantum noise at the junction.
IV. TUNNELING CURRENT AND TUNNELING NOISE AT THE JUNCTION
We now consider the effect of point-like charge conserving tunneling operators between infinite TLL wires, at the junction (x = 0), and study the tunneling current and low frequency quantum noise arising due to these. Note that each of the fixed points characterized by θ corresponds to a scale invariant boundary condition of the bosonic field theory. Switching on of a tunneling operator around any fixed point makes the junction 'flow' to another fixed point, in a RG sense, if the operator is relevant, i.e. if the boundary scaling dimension (d 0 ) of the tunneling operators is less than unity. A similar set-up was used in Ref. [29] to study rectification in a Y -junction of TLL wires, which was found to be strongest for junctions violating TRS, and for strongly coupled junctions.
We consider very narrow (point-like) tunneling barriers, so that the time duration of the tunneling event is much smaller that the time duration between two successive tunneling events. Such discrete tunneling events lead to the so called 'shot noise', whose spectrum carries the signature of correlations between different tunneling events. In addition, we also have different voltages in different leads. This leads to the so called 'Josephson noise', which arises from the quantum interference of the wave-functions, on different sides of the tunneling impurity (different wires in our case), and it may lead to a divergence in the noise spectrum at frequency ω = qV eff /h, where V eff is the effective voltage difference the tunneling operator is subjected to [32] . In what follows, we derive the tunneling noise at the junction from a perturbative calculation, which gives both the shot noise and Josephson noise contributions.
In a clean junction (no tunneling 'impurity'), the current in wire i is given by I i = G ij V j , where G is given by Eq. (41) for a Y -junction with infinite TLL wires. Switching on of tunneling operators (ψ † iO ψ jI ) in the vicinity (x i ≤ 1/k F ) of the Y -junction which is tuned to be at a particular fixed point, leads to an additional tunneling current δI i , such that I total i = I i + δI i . If the tunneling Hamiltonian is expressed as,
then the tunneling current operator (δÎ i ) is defined by
. It can be calculated at any time t from the following expression,
where |0 denotes the ground state of the unperturbed system, i.e. the initial state at t → −∞. Here S is the scattering matrix arising due to the tunneling impurities, and it is given by
where T denotes the time ordering operator. Using the notation:B ij (x, t) ≡ ψ † iO ψ jI for the tunneling operator, and expressing the fermonic operators in terms of bosonic fields using Eq. (1), we get
The tunneling current, in terms of the tunneling operator is,
, while the scattering matrix is given by S(t, −∞) = 1−i
, up to first order in the tunneling amplitude γ. Thus the expectation value of the tunneling current operator, up to second order in γ, is given by
. The symmetrized noise is given by the Fourier transform of the current-current correlator: and up to second order in γ, we obtain,
. To obtain the final expressions for the tunneling current and for the symmetrized quantum noise, we need the ground state expectation values of operators like, O ≡B ij (x, t)B † ij (x , t ). Following a standard procedure [5] , at zero temperature (T ), these are given by
where d 0 is the boundary scaling dimension of the tunneling operator involved, i.e.B ij = ψ † iO ψ jI . For all possible tunneling operators, d 0 is tabulated in Table I for both the M 1 and M 2 class of fixed points [26] . In addition we also have terms like N iO − N jI in the exponential whose expectation values depend on the external chemical potentials µ i (or voltages V i ) applied on each wire in the grand canonical ensemble picture. The outgoing N iO are related by the current splitting matrix M to the incoming N iI which are in turn related to the external reservoir voltages. Thus we have
The expectation value of N iO − N jI now defines a new frequency scale which is related to external voltages by , ψ1I respectively, for the M1 class of fixed points (as they appear in Table I ). Panels (d) -(i) display the scaling dimensions of various tunneling operators as they appear in Table I , for the M2 class of fixed points. The purple region in all the panels has d0 < 1/2, the green region represents 1/2 < d0 < 1 and the blue region in all the panels has d0 > 1. Both the backscattering current and the quantum noise show diverging behavior for d0 < 1/2, i.e. in the (θ, g) parameter space represented in purple. Also note that the tunneling operators become relevant in the region d0 < 1, i.e. purple and green regions, and will make the junction 'flow' to another fixed point.
where j and p are wire indices. Physically ω 0 is the effective voltage difference that the tunneling operator 'feels' (is subjected to) for an electron incoming in lead j and finally outgoing in lead i.
We now proceed to calculate the tunneling current by substituting Eqs. (52) and (50), in Eq. (47). A straightforward calculation, using the following integral,
gives,
Here Γ(2d 0 ) appearing in the denominator is the Gamma function. The scaling dimension d 0 in general depends on the strength of interactions and the fixed point (θ) that the junction is tuned to. It is tabulated in Table I , and a contour plot of d 0 in the (θ, g) parameter space is presented in Fig. 4 . For the case of a 'non-interacting' junction, i.e. d 0 → 1 (which is equivalent to the case of g → 1 in a single wire scenario), δI i | d0→1 = q 
which has earlier been reported in the context of current enhancement by a tunneling impurity in Ref. [39] , and as a limiting case of two or more impurity scattering in TLL wires in Refs. [40, 41] . Eq. (54) can be generalized to finite temperatures by using the following transformation [32] :
which gives,
where T denotes the temperature in units of k B / , with k B being the Boltzman constant, and B(x, y) = B(y, x) is the β-function. The β-function can also be written in terms of the Gamma function: B(x, y) = Γ(x)Γ(y)/Γ(x+ y). The tunneling current at finite T ≤ v/α is now given by,
In the limiting case of d 0 → 1, we can use the iden- 
. The symmetrized quantum noise, up to second order in the tunneling strength γ, can also be calculated in a similar fashion and is given by It can be expressed in terms of the tunneling current as
As a check of our calculations, we note that for the specific case of θ = 0, discussed in the previous paragraph, Eq. (59) of our manuscript, reproduces Eq. (17) of Ref. [32] in which the authors studied the perturbative noise for a small point impurity in an otherwise clean TLL. In the limit |ω/ω 0 | → 0, or at small frequencies, S(ω) ≈ 2qδI i independent of the interaction parameter, which is the typical Schottky's shot noise result. It corresponds to uncorrelated arrival of particles at the tunnel barrier, whereby the time interval between arrival times is described by a Poissonian distribution. In the opposite limit of |ω 0 /ω| → 0, we get S(ω) ≈ 2qδI i |ω/ω 0 |, consistent with results for non-interacting electrons [32] . In the limiting case of d 0 → 1, for low frequencies (ω < ω 0 ) we have S(ω)| d0→1 = 2qδI i , while for high frequencies (ω > ω 0 ), S(ω) = 2qδI i ω ω0 giving a linear dependence on the frequency. Note that the high frequency limit of the noise spectrum for d 0 → 1, is primarily determined by zero point fluctuations and is independent of the applied voltages, as expected [42] . In the limit d 0 → 1/2, we obtain S(ω)| d0→ 1 2 = 2qδI i . The noise power spectrum in Eq. (59) can also be generalized to include finite temperature effects. Using the mapping of Eq. (56), we obtain the finite temperature symmetrized noise to be
Note that finite temperature smears the singularities of the noise power spectrum. The zero frequency limit of Eq. (61), gives
which is the equivalent of the equilibrium JohnsonNyquist noise for a Y -junction. For the case of
We plot the ratio δI 1 /δI 1 (d 0 = 1) versus ω 0 in Fig. 5  (a) , for the backscattering operator ψ † 1O ψ 1I when the junction is tuned to be at the χ + fixed point. The divergence of this ratio whenever 2d 0 − 2 < 0 is evident. The ratio S(ω)/2qδI 1 , is plotted in panel (b) of Fig. 5 . This ratio diverges whenever 2d 0 − 1 < 0.
An important difference in the three-wire case compared to the two-wire case is that both ω 0 and d 0 , i.e. the frequency of divergence in S(ω) as well as the power law of divergence, are in general complicated functions of the boundary conditions at the junction (M), and the e-e interaction strength. Note that the noise diverges as ω → ±ω 0 when d 0 < 1/2 . We believe that this divergence is not a limitation of our γ 2 perturbation theory and it will persist even if we go to higher orders in γ, as in the case of a 'tunneling' impurity in a single TLL wire [32] . However, this divergence is a limitation of our low-energy theory, and in a realistic experimental scenario it should be regularized by the highest relevant energy scale (e.g. temperature or the maximum external voltage) . This is usually achieved by replacing the ultraviolet energy cut-off, v/α, by
Finally we note that the results of this section are valid for an electronic Y −junction as well as for a quasiparticle junction formed from quantum Hall (QH) edge states. The substitution, q → e accounts for electron tunneling and q → νe takes care of quasi-particle tunneling in QH edge states, where e denotes the electron charge and ν is the QH filling fraction.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this article we investigated the AC conductivity of a Y -junction formed from finite length TLL wires connected to FL reservoirs, based on plasmon scattering approach, for injected charge pulses of arbitrary shapes. This formalism, gives the full spatiotemporal profile of the charge wave packet in all the wires, and is therefore very useful for analyzing time resolved transport experiments in TLL wires [13, 34] and their junctions. We find that unlike the DC conductivity of a 'clean' junction, the AC conductivity depends on the strength of the e-e interactions and the length of the wire. Consequently it carries signatures of charge fractionalization at the TLL-FL interface as well as at the junction. The AC conductivity also displays an oscillatory behavior as a function of the frequency of the incoming pulse, with the periodicity of πṽ/L for the time-reversal symmetric junctions, i.e. junctions characterized by M 2 class of fixed points, and with a period of 2πṽ/L for junctions which break time-reversal symmetry, i.e. those characterized by the M 1 class of fixed points. The limitation of our calculation is that is is valid only for low AC frequencies which do not breach the linearization regime of each TLL wire, i.e. ω < v/α.
Additionally, we consider point-like tunneling impurities at the junction of infinite TLL wires, and find the corresponding tunneling current and quantum noise spectrum. We explicitly show that the correlations arising from strong e-e interactions in TLL wires, give rise to singularities in the noise spectrum (calculated up to second order in γ), as a function of the frequency or the applied voltage. The divergence in the noise spectrum for some specific frequencies will possibly persist to even higher orders in γ, and is an artefact of the effective lowenergy TLL Hamiltonian that we are using. In any realistic experimental scenario, the high energy or ultraviolet cut-off α −1 will get replaced by the other energy scales such as the temperature or the maximum applied voltage, which would cut off the divergences. Another important aspect to consider is that these calculations are valid only in 'tunneling' limit, till γ does not flow (in a RG sense) beyond the TLL bandwidth [43] , i.e. γ 2 < (α(|ω ± ω 0 |/v) 1−2d0 . Note that similar effects have been reported in a tunneling scenario in a two-wire junction [32, 39] , where such divergences occur at very strong e-e interaction strength of g < 1/2, which is a difficult regime to probe experimentally. However the three-wire junction offers the possibility of being tuned (by means of nano-gates applied in the vicinity the junction) to various fixed points, where these enhancement in the tunneling current and divergence of the quantum noise can also occur in a very wide regime of g, including attractive e-e interaction strengths -see Fig. 4 .
We firmly believe that both these studies, i.e. the effects of pulse propagation in a Y -junction and 'backscattering' by tunneling impurities at the junction, will be very useful for interpreting time resolved experiments [13, 34] in multi-wire junctions of interacting electrons, and in the design and fabrication of quantum circuitry in the future. Experimentally, TLL wire Y -junctions may be fabricated using carefully patterned 1D wires in a 2DEG, and tuned to various fixed points by means of nano-gates applied near the junction. Another possibility is an 'island' set-up proposed in Ref. [21] , comprising of quantum-Hall edge states, which may be more feasible. In this case, the tunneling operators can be controlled by means of gate voltage operated constrictions in the central region of the 'island'.
